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Partner Profile: BKAD 

 

ORGANISATION PROFILE 

Full-time staff 

members 

Female Staff 

members 

Located in Waimarang, 

Sumba Island 

Founded in 1980 

Partnered with Amos 

Australia since 2009* 

 

1.5 
Kms of water pipes 

and pumping laid 

25% 

4 

BACKGROUND 

Partner Profile: 

YAKKERSUM 

214  
People provided with 

cyclone relief so far 

115 
Locals benefitting from 

clean drinking water 

access 

Yakkersum (Yayasan Kesejahteraan Kristen 
Reformasi Sumba Timur) might be Amos 
Australia’s smallest international partner, but 
they remain one of the most passionate and 
community driven organisations in the East 
Sumba. Yakkersum’s origins span back to 1980, 
when they worked closely with Dutch supporters 
on a number of key water projects throughout 
the region.  

As external support waned, Yakkersum 
consolidated their projects and have since aimed 
to deliver high quality and concentrated support 
for local communities ever since.  

 

Amos Australia has a long association with 
Yakkersum, with Amos staff and board members 
working on projects alongside Yakkersum in 
some capacity since 2008, long before the 
official foundation of Amos Australia. As a result, 
we have great trust in Yakkersum’s ability to 
develop holistic support for neighbouring 
villages. They are not just embedded in the 
community, but they are the community, and we 
continue to be inspired by the organic 
relationships Yakkersum are able to forge.  

Over recent years, Amos Australia has worked 
closely with Yakkersum on a number of key 
projects in the Waimarang area, including clean 
drinking water projects and sustainable tree 
plantations. 

COVID-19 served as a huge challenge for 
Yakkersum, with many projects placed on hiatus, 
however as restrictions continue to ease 
Yakkersum have once again resumed program 
support for local communities, particularly 
providing long-term relief for farmers and 
weavers in the wake of Cyclone Seroja in April 
2021.  

 

We look forward to continuing our long-standing 
relationship with Yakkersum to help serve the 
most remote and difficult to reach regions of 
Eastern Indonesia 

 

*Amos Australia board & staff members had an informal partnership with YRM prior to Amos Australia’s establishment 
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ABOUT YAKKERSUM 

 

 

Founded in 1980, Yakkersum had grown rapidly in just a few years thanks to large amounts of international 

financing. At its largest, the organisation had over 24 staff members implementing a huge range of water 

projects throughout Eastern Indonesia. However, as this international support fell away, Yakkersum sought 

to return to the more local and community-based development work it was originally founded on. Today, 

they retain 4 staff members all of whom are from the communities that YRM serve.  

Staff and board members from Amos Australia have been working with Yakkersum in an unofficial capacity 

since 2008, after being introduced through church affiliations to their work in East Sumba. At the time, 

Yakkersum were coordinating a mosquito net project which distributed nets and malaria prevention 

educational materials to villages in East Sumba. They remain one of Amos Australia’s smallest, yet closest 

partners, and are able to deliver highly consultative and participatory proposals which truly reflect the 

needs of the local communities. 

 

PRAI HAMBULE WATER PROJECT 

The Prai Hambule Clean Drinking Water Project was first 

initiated in 2019, following on from a number of similar 

water projects completed by Amos Australia and Yakkersum 

in neighbouring villages. Prai Hambule sits approximately 

1.5 hours inland (by rough roads) from Waingapu, and a 

natural spring once serviced the local village, farms, and new 

school with adequate clean water. However, following the 

construction of a new major road nearby, the spring was 

destroyed. Prai Hambule residents were forced to walk for 

several kilometres down a steep embankment to collect 

water from another source, taking considerable labour every 

day, and leaving the local school and farms without a reliable 

water source.  

Prai Hambule residents approached Yakkersum for support, 

and after it became clear that the old spring was beyond 

repair, YRM sought to partner with Amos Australia for a 

solution.  

Phase One of the project focused on tapping the new water 

source, and with the help of TLM’s water engineer, Amos 

and YRM staff developed a plan to capture and pump the 

water to a series of basins and taps at the top of the 

embankment, a short walk from the village. The community 

would be responsible for the monitoring and regular 

maintenance of the system, with each household 

contributing a small (~15,000IDR or $2) monthly 

contribution. 

 

Should Phase One prove successful, with continued 

community involvement and proper maintenance, Phase Two 

is proposed to start in 2022, with YRM seeking to construct 

a water pipe distribution system to service the school, 

church, and most homes throughout the town – delivering 

fresh clean water to the doorsteps of the community.  

Image 2: A constructed water reservoir in Prai Hambule. 

Image 1: The new natural spring in Prai Hambule. 
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The way Yakkersum 

respect and serve their 

community is wonderful to 

see, and is a true 

testimony to their 

generosity and love for 

others. 

 

- Diane Bosveld, Amos Australia 

Board Member 

 

FARMER & WEAVER CYCLONE RELIEF 

 

Following the devastating cyclone which struck Sumba 

and much of Eastern Nusa Tenggarra Timor Province in 

April 2021, Yakkersum quickly joined the government 

and many other local organisations in providing 

immediate relief such as clean drinking water, food, 

clothing, and shelter to affected communities. Yakkersum 

also quickly set to work clearing roads and managing 

repairs for remote villages where government assistance 

did not reach. However, Pak Martinus felt YRM’s efforts 

were better utilised by creating more long-term support 

opportunities, particularly to those isolated and remote 

communities who lacked access to immediate support.  

The Cyclone Relief project aims to support those 

community members hardest hit by the long-term 

impacts of the natural disaster. It seeks to provide 

training and capital to both farmers and weavers within 

nearby communities to rebuild their livelihoods and 

return to a stable income stream. 

 For farmers, this included the provision of seed and 

farming supplies, and assistance with land repairs and 

preparation, allowing farmers to quickly return to work 

recovering lost crops and income. Yakkersum also used 

this opportunity to provide training to local farmers on 

improved cultivation practices, providing long-term 

benefits to the community as well.  

Similarly, local weavers were resupplied with enough 

tools and materials to resume weaving and were 

provided training on how to improve product quality to 

achieve greater profits at sale.  

 

The Sengon Tree Project first emerged in 2018 after leaders from the village of Tandula 

Image 3: Sengon seedlings prepared for planting. 

SENGON TREE PROJECT 

Jangga approached Yakkersum seeking support in reviving the local practice of planting Sengon seedlings 

amongst regular seasonal crops. The Sengon Tree is a fast-growing native plant, which reaches full 

maturity in just 5 years and has long been used for firewood, construction timber, fencing, and a range 

of other purposes within Sumbanese communities. 

Through the Sengon Tree project, local farmers systematically planted Sengon seedlings in the same fields 

as their regular season crops such as garlic, onions, and tomatoes. This practice not only provides 

improved nutrients and structure for the soil, but optimises land use allowing increased agricultural 

output. Once matured, the Sengon trees can be harvested and used for domestic construction or firewood, 

or sold to local traders providing increased available income. Yakkersum also provided farmers with 

training on improved land and water conservation to further sustain the beneficial impacts of the program.  

Upon hearing of the Sengon Tree project’s successful first season, a nearby village requested similar 

assistance, with the program expanding to 2 villages and over 40 household beneficiaries in 2020. 
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SHARED VALUES AND COMPLEXITIES 

 

 

 

IMPACT AND RESPONSE TO COVID-19 

Printed on 100% recycled paper using vegetable and soy-based ink 

While we love the fact that Yakerrsum’s organic and small-scale nature allows the 

organisation to be deeply embedded within the remote villages of Sumba, it has 

unfortunately meant that the emerging COVID-19 pandemic ground much of Yakerrsum’s 

work to a halt.  

As the pandemic arrived, the corresponding public health measures forced all of Yakerrsum’s 

projects to be placed on hiatus. Travel restrictions, social distancing measures, and the 

consequential economic and supply chain disruptions meant even programs such as the Prai 

Hambule Water project were paused. As Pak Martinus explain, there was particular concern 

about ensuring the remote villages remained protected from the virus, and Yakerrsum staff 

took particular caution to suspend travel to many villages for fear of placing the vulnerable 

communities at risk. Simultaneously, there was a need to provide additional support to these 

rural villages, particularly ensuring the correct public health information was disseminated. 

However, Yakerrsum remained flexible and thankfully, have been able to weather this period 

of hiatus without too much financial and organisational burden. As cases have eased and 

vaccination rollouts begun, Yakerrsum have been able to resume various programs, including 

maintenance on the Prai Hambule Water systems, and assisting those impacted from Cyclone 

Seroja earlier in the year. 

For more information: 

Amos Australia’s Website – https://www.amosaustralia.org/yakerrsum.html 

 

 While it took us a number of years to come to a realisation about the importance of the aid and 

development being undertaken by local people who know the context better than we ever will, 

Yakerrsum never needed that kind of epiphany; they simply started working to improve the lives of 

their neighbouring communities, and Yakerrsum was born.  Yakerrsum are deeply embedded in the 

communities they assist – they know the backroads and the people who live there, and Yakerrsum 

staff participate in the community activities and ceremonies; they’re not above, but with the 

communities they serve.  We love that about Yakerrsum because they know and see things that we 

would miss - like the needs of Prai Hambuli, a village we would never have visited because it’s so 

remote, or the cultural aspects that need to be considered for things like the location of a well.  This 

is undoubtedly one of Yakerrsum’s greatest strengths, but at times it also creates challenges for our 

expectations and timelines, as cultural practices (rightly!) take priority over completing surveys or 

projects according to our preferred schedules.  

Yakerrsum are teaching us to work at the community’s pace – not ours - and often in far-flung locations 

where the poorest of the poor reside.  This has meant that we’ve had to adjust our expectations, hold 

deadlines lightly and expect that Yakerrsum projects will – due to their remoteness – often cost more 

to implement than those closer to larger towns.  But they’re doing the type of work we love, in the 

places we want to reach, with a local wisdom that is so important.  Those elements are well worth 

making minor adjustments for! 


